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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the Spring magazine. Amongst other items in this edition, you can read one
of Bert Aitchison‘s fascinating Art History articles and Dougie Muego‘s item on Art and
Language. Details of the Summer Exhibition and papers for the AGM in April are also
included.
Stuart Cavanagh is very keen to gather opinions on the events held by the Society and I
hope you will respond to him.
Again this year, we have arranged a really exciting series of Summer Workshops - see
page 9 for more details.
Hope to see you at the AGM and the Exhibition.

Fiona
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Membership Announcements and Notices
Welcome to the following new members since September: Tony Clarke,
Siefert Hovell, Stewart Hovell, Martine Pask, Ian Irving, Pen Symonds,
Elizabeth Durling, Andi Anderson, Roz Plant

Dumfries & Galloway Fine Arts Society
Annual General Meeting
Will be held on Friday 1st April 2011 at 7.30pm
In Gracefield Arts Centre, Dumfries
followed by History of Art talk by Bert Aitchison
ALL MEMBERS WELCOME—Coffee/tea and biscuits
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Copy for articles/advertisements for Autumn magazine to be in the hands of
the Editor by 3rd September 2011

Chairman’s Comments

It is good to see many more members and guests attending the Winter programme of
demonstrations. We had 58 people on the 14th January for Sam Mullen‘s ‗Crit Night‘. There
is little doubt that the email prompts are having a good effect on attendance. You could
suggest it was because of Sam‘s carefully structured criticisms and endearing good fun,
but we have been observing a steady growth in attendance over previous winters.
Certainly the winter demonstrations are accessible to more people with the video projection
and sound system currently used.
The Council and in particular, Brian Lord, are anxious to make connections with young and
up and coming artists. Council has therefore made contacted the Dumfries and Galloway
College with a view to developing a long-term mutually beneficial relationship. In June of
each year the Creative Arts Department at the College holds an exhibition of current
students‘ work. It is planned to hold an evening viewing of the exhibition for members of the
Society and the students, along with drinks and nibbles, and to present DAGFAS prizes for
three exhibits chosen by a small selection panel of Society members. We hope also to
hang three pieces of work by Society members, together with pamphlets about our Society,
in a small display. The aims of this exercise are to encourage students to become members
and exhibit in Society exhibitions, provide an opportunity for members to see and discuss
the changing ‗art scene‘ as well as a pleasant social gathering for members. More news of
this later in the year.
Your Council meet at least seven times a year when we plan and discuss changes to the
way we operate, new ventures and enhancing the benefits of membership. Few meetings
are quiet affairs but are much more likely to be lively discussions with strong opinions. I am
always surprised by the routes discussions take and frequently have to be brutal to bring
them
under control! Its good fun most of the time and hopefully rewarding for those involved.
As a member of Hightae Artists I have to work out what I am going to paint each
Wednesday morning. What a great discipline this is and I spend much of Tuesday night
planning and looking for ideas. It makes me work much harder at my painting/drawing.
There are lots of similar groups throughout the Region and joining one or starting up a new
group is very well worthwhile.
Here‘s to a good and fulfilling painting season!

David Rose
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Project Art Lockerbie
A group of 20 local amateur artists have created an art cooperative in a shop on
Lockerbie High Street. The shop which is opposite Lockerbie Town Hall is owned
by local businessman George Porteous who is an excellent photographer who
displays his work for sale in the shop along with the original art produced by the
Project Art members.
The original idea was Ann Hills‘ who negotiated with George and then approached
other artists, many within the Hightae group, who she thought might wish to be
involved.
The Project Art cooperative was launched on 15th October last year and was initially to
run until Christmas. However, because of the success of the project with so much
interest from the local community and visitors to the town, the cooperative decided to
continue with an ever changing gallery of Art and featuring one of their artists each
week.
There is original art for sale in various styles, with something to suit everyone and
everyone‘s pocket together with items of jewellery, craft and cards.
Pop in for a look next time you are in Lockerbie—you‘ll be made very welcome.
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MEMBERS’ SURVEY
I have been asked by the Chairman to investigate how the Society‘s programme of
activities is viewed by members. To help me compile information to present to the
Council I will appreciate your comments. You can contact me by email :
stuartcavanagh@talktalk.net or write to me: C S Cavanagh. ‗Kyle‘ Main Road.
Templand. Lockerbie. DG11 1TY
The aim of the Society as stated in the constitution is:―The Society shall promote the fine arts and artistic crafts and shall foster and encourage
the practice and appreciation of drawing, painting, emerging arts and associated artistic
crafts.‖
During the course of this year the Council will be discussing the programme listed
below in order to push forward ways of achieving these aims for the greater benefit
of the members. We will take account of your input.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hold a Summer Exhibition
Run Summer Workshops
Produce a Spring and Winter Magazine
Hold a Programme of Winter Talks and Demonstrations
Hold an Exhibition at a venue outwith Dumfries
Hold a Christmas Exhibition at the DGRI

In addition to the above we have the opportunity for some social intercourse eg.
refreshments after the Winter Meetings. So, for instance, is there a feeling that we could
make more of the social aspect in order to meet and exchange ideas with other artists of
varying capabilities?
I will look forward to hearing from you.
Stuart Cavanagh
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SUMMER WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 2011
BOOKING FORM
Workshops are £15 per person per workshop
Friday 13th May

Melville Brotherston .........

Friday 20th May

Tas Gibson

.........

Friday 10th June

Ewan McClure

.........

Friday 8th July

Bella Green

.........

NAME .....................................................................................................
TELEPHONE .........................................................................................
Email for confirmation.............................................................................................
I ENLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR £ ....................(payable to Dumfries & Galloway

Fine Arts Society)

Please indicate which workshop(s) you wish to attend and send the
completed form, together with full payment to:
Fiona Robertson
Treasurer
Hawthornbank
Bankend Road
Dumfries DG1 4QS
If you require a receipt—please enclose an sae with your form.
Confirmation will only be sent by email.
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SUMMER WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 2011
All workshops are being held at Gracefield Arts Centre Studios from
10.00am to 4.00pm
You can see more information about these artists in Spring Fling 2010
FRIDAY 13th MAY—MELVILLE BROTHERSTON — ―Expressive Colour in
Landscape in Oil or Acrylic‖

Melville specialises in light, colour and in expressing landscape in a dramatic way. Many
of his subjects are based on his immediate home environment, the Isle of Arran,
Sutherland and the Western Isles.

FRIDAY 20th MAY—TAS GIBSON— ―Springboard from pencil or pen and
ink to colour wash and drypoint watercolour‖

Tas is an excellent tutor encouraging new experiences and fun with free flow and detail
in pen and ink and watercolour. He suggests you bring stretched or block w/c paper and
a photo of your choice of subject.

FRIDAY 10th JUNE—EWAN McCLURE — ―Creative Vignetting‖

Participants will paint still life subjects of their choosing after strategically masking off
surrounding areas of the canvas to strengthen the design and enhance the illusion of 3
dimensionality. Through a hands-on demonstration, previous examples and continuous
support Ewan will encourage a fresh twist on a traditional form.

FRIDAY 8th JULY—BELLA GREEN— ―Towards Abstraction‖

An introduction to a variety of ways of selecting material and suggested approaches for
developing these in non-naturalistic ways. Starting with observation from a variety of
subjects the nature of representation will be explored while moving towards abstraction.
Come prepared to experiment, be surprised and have fun. The main medium will be
acrylic or oils and you should also bring some charcoal and your own favourite drawing
tools and materials.

LUNCHES etc
There is a cafe at Gracefield where you can purchase lunch and snacks.
CONTACT telephone enquiries to Kathleen Woods on 01848 200175
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The Kailyard School of Painting

Bert Aitchison

When the Glasgow Boys Exhibition transferred from Kelvingrove to the Royal Academy
at Burlington House in October 2010 it was received with general approval by the
critics. However, the acerbic Brian Sewell, writing for the London Evening Standard,
honed in upon a particular aspect of the show which caught his attention and dubbed
the artists as The Cabbage Patch Kids. His sardonic allusion to their rustic interests was
stirred by the proliferation of the lowly kail in their work, a subject that featured in
Scottish Art during the late nineteenth century. Sewell was grudgingly impressed by the
cabbage patch but having taken us to the garden gate at the Academy, he abandoned
us there. Let‘s have a look over the fence!
In 1877 Arthur Melville set the trend with the
Cabbage Garden, an atmospheric work in which the
expressive exchange between a rural labourer and a
young girl holds its own in a space where more than
half the painting is a still life of cabbages. The vivid
foreground detail gradually fades away into an
impressionist blur which gives the scene its optical
veracity. In Melville‘s terms realism had migrated from
the Netherlands and his picture was accepted for the
Royal Academy in London in 1878.
The Director of the Royal Scottish Academy, James
Caw, later wrote that such artists as Melville were
striving for a simpler and more emphatic manner of
statement than the previous generation had provided
with their scenic landscapes. As in Melville‘s picture,
these characteristics are evident in the Cottar’s
Garden pictures of James Guthrie, George Henry and
Harry Spence in which the same type of low white
cottage and rickety fence act as a backdrop to a cabbage patch. In 1883 Guthrie
pursued an even stronger vein of realism with The Hind’s Daughter, which has become
an icon of Scottish naturalism.
(continued overleaf)
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In the same year William Macgregor elevated the kail from the scrubby field to
respectability by painting, in the richly coloured Cottage Garden in Crail, a beautiful
evocation of the humble vegetable in a tranquil light, Flora Macdonald Reid migrated
Courbet‘s Stonebreaker and made him lift potatoes in the Fieldworkers. She took her
naturalist cue from her brother and tutor John Robertson Reid, whilst his Old Gardener
of 1878 surely translates into George Henry‘s Hedgecutter six years later. By the mid
1880‘s cabbages, turnips and
potatoes were thriving and the
subject was hard to resist for
up and coming artists, such as
Edward Atkinson Hornel.
Whilst studying study in
Antwerp Hornel had
maintained a correspondence
with Charles Mackie and
upon his return to
Kirkcudbright it seems that
the two friends indulged
themselves locally by
painting the same view of
the Crofts in 1884, where
the cabbages were in
abundance. As James Caw
comments, naturalism was simply and emphatically in vogue, the same topographical
features appear in each picture whilst portraying individual artistic adjustments of
composition and tone. They now memorialise that contemporary genre. But, by the
mid-1890‘s this brief period of kailmongery had run its course and the inspirations
which had delivered it from under the shadow of the Glens mutated from root crops
into riding crops - pulp fiction for the Evening Standard admirers of Brian Sewell.
Bertram Aitchison
Read Brian Sewell‘s full Review on line at www.thisislondon.co.uk/arts/review-23898759-theglasgow-boys-are-the-cabbage-patch-kids.do and hear Bertram at the DAGFAS AGM in April
give an illustrated talk on ‗The Kailyard School of Painting‘.
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SUMMER EXHIBITION 2011
The 83rd Annual Exhibition will be held in GRACEFIELD ARTS CENTRE, from
Saturday 9th July to Saturday 6th August 2011 .
HANDING-IN DAY at Gracefield is SATURDAY 2nd July from 12 noon to 4pm.
Official labels and schedules must be applied for from the Exhibition Co-ordinator, Kathleen
Woods, East Birkhill, Tynron, Thornhill DG3 4LD, stating number required and enclosing a
stamped addressed A4 envelope. Telephone enquiries to K. Woods on 01848 200175.
Official labels and schedules may also be obtained from:
THE MAXWELLTON GALLERY, 12 Galloway Street, Dumfries DG2 7AG
GRACEFIELD ARTS CENTRE, 28 Edinburgh Road, Dumfries DG1 1NW
CHAMBERS ART GALLERY, High Street, Moffat
GALLOWAY GEMS, 130-132 King Street, Castle Douglas
OTTERSBURN GALLERY, 2 Nith Avenue, Dumfries
Labels must display in BLOCK CAPITALS:
1.
Exhibiting name of artist and address
2.
Medium
3.
Artist‘s name
4.
Address
5.
Price (mark NFS if not for sale)
Please note: In order to avoid difficulty to the Society stemming from COPYRIGHT
LEGISLATION, all schedules should be signed by the artist at the appropriate part confirming
that all works submitted are original works. Information on the schedule must tally with that on
the labels and completed schedules must accompany works submitted.
That portion of the schedule to be returned to Members informing them of works accepted and/or
rejected must bear the artist‘s name and address and have appropriate postage stamp affixed.
Members and Associate Members whose current subscription is paid on or before the
28th February 2010 may submit work as follows:
Full Members: 6 items in total but no more than 3 in any one category
Associate Members: 4 items in total but no more than 2 in any one category
Categories will be:
1) Paintings
2) Drawings, Monochromes & Fine Art Prints
3) Sculpture
4) Crafts
Submission fees of £2.00 per item submitted will be payable by all members.
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Dumfries and Galloway Council charge the Society commission on sales at 30%. The Society,
once again, is waiving the 5% deduction that it normally takes toward Society funds. On each
£100.00 sale the exhibitor will receive £70.00
Admission to the Exhibition is free.
The following rules will be applied to items submitted:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

No direct copies of other artist‘s work or commercial work will be included.
Work must not have been exhibited in any previous Exhibition of the Society.
Exhibitors will not be allowed more than one item marked ‗Not for Sale‘.
Rings and cords, with rings affixed not more than one-third from the top of the painting,
must be on the works. Large rings on large pictures. Long strings on all pictures.
The details on the tie-on label will be those on which information will be based.
Works in unusual frames (i.e. metal frames) or those which would be awkward to hang
or display may have to be rejected on these grounds alone, regardless of artistic merit.
Photo prints or Colour Laser copies will not be accepted and all Fine Art Prints must be
clearly indicated as such, by the artist, on the print, in the customary manner.
No reject works to be uplifted on Preview Member‘s Night.
Only box canvases (minimum 5cm deep) will be accepted unframed.
The Council reserve the right to reject works seen as inappropriate for this exhibition.

Rejected works must be collected during the period SATURDAY 9th July and SATURDAY
6th August during the hours when the Exhibition is open.
Works hung, but unsold on Closing Day, must be collected by the artist or his/her agent on
SUNDAY 7th August between 12 noon and 4pm. THEREAFTER THE SOCIETY
ACCEPTS NO FURTHER RESPONSIBILITY
Please keep this notice for reference, as no further information regarding the Annual Exhibition
will be circulated.
PREVIEW NIGHT, Friday 8th July 2010 from 7.30-9.30pm
There will be no charges for tickets for members on Preview night
Tickets will be available on Handing-in Day or on the night
Assistance Please
Lots of helpers will be required for Handing-in, Selection Day and during the
Hanging of the Exhibition. If you have time available please contact the Exhibition
Co-ordinator – address opposite.
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Art and Language

Dougie Muego

“I have always regarded the painting as an object, not as a window which it is
usually seen as.” – Tàpies
Although it is often necessary for artists to explain their work, it can be
difficult, as language can often fail to encompass the complexity of the idea. This gap
shows both the limits of language and why artists make
pictures. Instead we embark on the great adventure,
making our ideas, thoughts and feelings visible. So what
about others, the recipients or viewers who see this work?
To them, I suggest that the work must speak for itself and
convey feeling if not understanding, for feeling and
understanding are two entirely different things, and feeling
always comes first.
In a Rational age, my Art is about a mystery - the primitive
magic of loveliness, and its effect on us. I am inspired by
beautiful events. The triggers are simple and ordinary
things; perhaps a memory of the way figures moved, a
warm breeze touching the sea or being in a particular
place. In these situations, magic is somehow revealed.
I work to recapture this transforming I make extensive use of sketchbooks, both to
record in, and to develop and edit ideas. The act
of drawing in a sketch book also helps me to
remember what it felt like to be there, and it is
the recorded feeling which can later be
recreated and shared. These are messages to
the self. As the process of making develops, the
familiar everyday world gives way to fresh
possibilities. The process also involves finding
ways to work on these ideas within the limits of
media, working from equivalent, to sign, to mark.
(continued overleaf)
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I work in the abstract, seeking alternatives and looking for opportunities to freely invent. I
try to keep the visual language loose, fluid and free of style traps. I don‘t try to make
realistic, illusion based pictures. Instead I make objects which stand for emotions and
feelings.
In this new reality I can lose myself and reconnect with the image. I am fascinated by the
pictorial surface and by picture making itself, the powerful effect of the shifting surface
under my hand. Some artists describe this as being ―in the zone‖. The changing colours,
forms and textures can say those things which words cannot. Achieving this needs an
interplay between feeling and understanding, on allowing a poetic language to operate,
in redefining beauty. My work is located outside of time and physical space. It is
populated by emotions, fragments of memory and fragmentary narratives of varying
complexity. Carefully made spaces allow operators, both conscious and unconscious,
to perform. The assembled structure is now perhaps ready to be as messages to others.
My work borrows from the language of
Expressionism, but sometimes the accent can
also be Cubist or Surrealist. I have found the
path which extends from Matisse via Dubuffet
into contemporary art a useful one to follow, its
permissive languages are still exciting, open
and full of promise and they talk to me.
In the end, I try to be my own man. The visual
language I use in my paintings and prints is an
adventure with visceral emotion. My question
to you is - Can you feel what I felt?
Dougie Muego
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The 2011 Annual General Meeting of the Society will be held in Studio 2,
Gracefield Arts Centre, 28, Edinburgh Road, Dumfries,
on Friday 1st April at 7.30pm
Agenda
1. Apologies
2. Minutes of the AGM - April 2010
3. Matters Arising
4. Chairman‘s report
5. Treasurer‘s report
7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Election of Executive Council
9. A.O.B.

Election of Executive Council
The President Melville Brotherston has completed his term of office and is
standing down as required by the Society‘s Constitution. A nomination for
Margaret Robb has been proposed and seconded as candidate for President of the
Society.
The following Office Bearers have been proposed and seconded as candidates by
members of the Council.
Chairman - David Rose
Secretary - Bertram Aitchison
Treasurer - Fiona Robertson
The following Council Members are in mid-term : Stuart Cavanagh, Alan Hawker,
Douglas Muego, Janet Shankland and Mary Triffitt
The following Council Member seeks re-election : Kathleen Woods
The following Council Members have resigned : Andrew Madeley and Carol Whiting
The following Council Members were co-opted in 2011 and have been proposed and
seconded as candidates by members of the Council : Elizabeth Peel : Leona Hart :
Joan Fleming
Rule 6 of the Society’s Constitution allows for up to twelve members in addition
to the Office Bearers. Any further nominations in accordance with Rules 4( 11 )
and 5( c ) are therefore welcome.
16
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Dumfries and Galloway Fine Arts Society
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting April 2010
Held at Gracefield Arts Centre, Edumfries
1. Apologies
Jane Parker Clark, John Fairgrieve, Judy Bass, Josephine Sawley, Olivia Richardson,
Jane Murray-Flutter, Valerie Crichton
2. Minutes of the AGM - April 2009
Approved: Proposed by Brian Lord and seconded by Nick Bass
3. Matters Arising
None
4. Minutes of the EGM – Oct 2009
Approved : Proposed by Nick Bass and seconded by Fiona Robertson
5. Chairman’s report
The Chairman, David Rose, spoke of a very good year with the highlights being a very
well supported Summer Exhibition of a high standard, productive Summer Workshops
and a successful variety of speakers at the Winter Programme. The introduction of a
new web site designed by Fiona Robertson had opened up opportunities which were
still being worked out. The continuation of the excellent Magazine in its recently
introduced format, which had been devised by Jane Parker Clark, was now under the
editorship of Fiona Robertson who has maintained the high standard. The Chairman‘s
role has been made easier by the good work of Kathleen Woods with the Summer
Exhibition and Brian Lord with the Winter Programme.
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The Chairman gave notice of a few changes in the Council and how co-options has
increased its members to a workable complement. This has enabled changes in
function. Fiona Robertson has taken on the forthcoming Summer Programme‘s
organisation. Douglas Muego and Stuart Cavanagh have formed a new Marketing
Sub-Committee.
The Chairmen then notified four requirements:
(a)

The need to appoint a new Winter Programme co-ordinator to replace Brian Lord
who has given many dedicated years of time and effort to it.

(b)

The introduction of a Members volunteer service for the provision of refreshments
after each event in the Winter Programme.

(c)

The intention to include a sales and swop page on the web site.

(d)

The need to review the physical suitability of the Gracfield facilities because of
changes.

6. Treasurer’s report
Fiona Robertson presented the Accounts and drew attention to the £30 surplus at the
end of December 2009. There had been savings in expenditure and further income from
advertising. There were no questions on the accounts.
An increase in subscriptions had caused a lot of work in collection and letters had been
written asking people who had not paid the increase to use the standing order facility as
convenience.
7. Appointment of Auditor
Tom Aitken was appointed.
(continued overleaf)
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8. Election of Executive Council
President : Melville Brotherston
Chairman : David Rose
Secretary : Bertram Aitchison
Treasurer : Fiona Robertson
Members : Brian Lord, Mary Triffitt, Kathleen Woods were in mid term.
Carol Whiting, Stuart Cavanagh, Douglas Muego, Janet Shankland, Alan Hawker
and Andrew Madeley were elected.
Iris McKie stood down because of temporary poor health
These nominations as circulated were proposed by David Rose and seconded by
Bertram Aitchison
9.

A.O.B.

Kathleen Woods asked for assistance with the Summer Exhibition.
Alan Hawker gave a summary of the forthcoming Exhibition at Tolbooth,
Kirkcudbright.
Fiona Robertson reported upon the successful take up in the Summer Programme
and notified that a second day for some sessions was being organised.
The meeting closed at 8.10pm

Annan Water Framing
Bespoke Picture Framing
Trevor D. Bevis GCF
Moorland House,
Annan Water, Moffat, DG10 9LS
Phone: 01683 221971 : E-mail: t.bevis@btinternet.com
10% discount for members of Dumfries & Galloway Fine Arts Society
Home visits by arrangement
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Serendipity
2010 was to be the year we were finally to brave the midges and the
far west coast. By boat. In September. ‗Plan A‘ was to island hop on a
CalMac Island Rover ticket, overnighting in B&Bs and generally drifting
round the Hebrides. Some hopes! After three frustrating days of
trying to organise a route we gave up – CalMac didn‘t seem to do
‗joined up‘ anything and it was beginning to look as if the whole
holiday would be spent either rushing to catch a ‘last‘ ferry or twiddling
our thumbs waiting for another. When we rescued their brochure from the corner of the
study where it had been hurled, it had fallen open at a page with an advert
for a small boat – max 12 passengers – cruising the Inner Hebrides with
no set itinerary, and destinations dependent only on the weather, and the
vast experience of our Captain. Hey! This was more like it. And so,
gentle reader, we signed on.
The boat was an ex Norwegian fishing fleet
rescue ship, fully equipped to withstand
anything the North Atlantic could throw at her
and stay stable. Her Norse name was the
Hjalmar Bjorge (pronounced roughly Yalmar
Byorge).
She had been
beautifully
reconditioned and
fitted out by owner
Captain Mark Henrys. His two crew who multi
tasked were Marky the cook, an extraordinary
young chap, built like a Scottish wing forward
who produced an almost constant stream of
amazing and delicious meals out of a galley
about the size of an average car boot and
Lindsay (Lulu) the ‗waitress‘ who was about six
and a half stone soaking wet, who looked like a
teenager, but turned out to be doing a Masters
in Marine Biology at Plymouth Uni and was
more than a dab hand on the fiddle.
(continued overleaf)
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―Artistic aspects‖ were to be covered by a paintbox with half pans which I acquired a
couple of years ago and is what I use on (non painting) holidays. This, together with a
couple of small brushes, a pencil, a water carrier and a sketchbook is all you need. It‘s
more fun than photographing everything. A judicious mix of both, however can give you
a real start to a proper painting back home. You might find, as I do, that the sketches loose though they are – give you more of a reminder of the place than the photographs.
Our seven other shipmates, all but one of whom hailed from south of the Border, were a
delight and great fun. We all gelled at dinner on the first evening; something to do with
a bottle of Grouse I suspect! They were all keen bird and wildlife watchers. We were
there for the scenery. And what scenery! The light across the islands constantly shifted
and changed; it was so beautiful that at times it literally took your breath away. My
sketchbook was always to hand and it carries the record of the full gamut of weather
and the astonishing blend of land and water which is the very essence of the place.
‗Ports‘ of call included the Knoydart peninsula, Rum, Eigg, Skye (Loch Coruisk), Loch
Spelve on Mull, (where Norwegian girl Mette went swimming) and best of all I thought,
Canna. I have sketches of all these places, including the otter hide on Rum (may as
well do something whilst waiting).
Brunch back at the mooring in Oban was the final spectacular. I‘ve already bought a
new sketchbook ready for the Outer Hebrides next year...
Fiona Robertson

Christmas Open Exhibition 2010
If you visited the Exhibition at the Hospital, you may have been impressed by the
quality as well as the number of pictures on display this year. There were 120
pictures by nearly sixty artists. This is an increase of 40 items from 2009. Sales
were buoyant again this year—with 13 pictures sold. Congratulations to all the
successful artists.
We are very grateful to the Hospital and in particular to Janette Park for making the
arrangements. Thank you to my colleagues who turned up on handing in day and
picking up day to help!
Kathleen Woods
Exhibitions Co-ordinator
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The Picture Framer

at
The Ottersburn Gallery
Bespoke Framing & Gilding
2A Nith Avenue
Dumfries DG1 1EF
Telephone: 01387 247128
Opening Times: Tues - Friday 10am - 5.30pm
Saturday 10 am - 4pm
10% discount for Society members.

Changes of addresses, email or telephone: should be notified to :
Bertram Aitchison, Secretary, Trentham Lodge, Haywood Road, Moffat,
DG10 9BU
The Society‘s website at
www.dumfriesandgallowayfneartsociety.org.uk
is kept up to date with forthcoming events and information
Application forms and Standing Order forms can be printed from the site
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